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Centralized ControlFeatures to Love

Administer Your Restaurants From 
Head Office
You can’t physically be in every location at once. With 
SpeedLink Enterprise, obtain secure remote access to 
automatically pull sales, labor, and inventory data from each 
restaurant directly to head office.

Push POS coupons, price changes, schedules, and setting 
updates down to stores. Automatically run and distribute 
reports, and ultimately shrink your administrative costs.

Easily manage and troubleshoot settings for a particular store, 
or a Store Group. Save a copy of the complete point of sale 
configuration for each region or location as a profile—and 
instantly switch profiles to manage and test the impact of 
setting changes.

Connect to Head Office Software
Whether you own one small shop or a few hundred pizzerias, 
the scalable design of a SpeedLine system can handle your 
needs as you grow. Standardize for efficiency while easily 
managing the differences with a flexible enterprise POS. Use 
SpeedLink Enterprise to connect the POS systems in your 
restaurants with your accounting, marketing, and business 
intelligence systems at head office.

If you have your own above store accounting system, you can 
easily pull transactional level data from your restaurants to 
head office with SpeedLink Enterprise, for centralized payroll 
and accounting.

Certify Your Team
For multi-unit restaurant companies, certifying one or 
more installers in-house can reduce the cost of a multi-unit 
rollout and give you increased flexibility in scheduling POS 
installations and training.

After completing SpeedLine’s program, SpeedLine Certified 
Technicians are certified to install SpeedLine and provide 
training for stores within your organization.

The SpeedLine Certified Technician Program is customized 
for your operation. Depending on which training modules are 
completed, certification may also allow your team to provide 
technical support to your stores—qualifying you for second-
level support at a reduced cost.

“By integrating online ordering and connecting all of our stores 
together with SpeedLink Enterprise, we are streamlining procedures 

and advancing Valentino’s with 21st century technology.”
- ANTHONY MESSINEO JR., PRESIDENT, VALENTINO’S PIZZA

New Enterprise Features

SpeedLine 
Cloud Reporting 

& Analytics 

Subscribe to Analytics to get the multi-
store, near real-time data you need to make 
sound business decisions. Access graphical 
dashboards of key metrics and tabular reports 
from anywhere. Apply filters and analysis tools 
to focus on the data important to you.
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Net Sales

$19,364,215

ANALYTICS DASHBOARDS

Coupons Value

$1,987,524

# Late Deliveries >5 mins.

$55,485

Customer Credit Used

$29,359

Menu Management Cloud Reporting

Tools for Multi-Store Operations
Manage your menus regionally, chain-wide, or at store level. 
Create a “master” menu to standardize offerings while allowing 
for regional or store-level differences in items, coupons, prices, 
and more. Restrict menu changes to head office, or allow 
individual locations to create their own coupons.

Have holiday or seasonal specials? Prepare menus in advance, 
and set effective dates. Your new offer will appear only at 
selected locations during the effective dates.

SpeedDine, SpeedLine’s integrated online ordering site, also 
lets you maintain a single master menu while varying online 
offerings for stores at the individual or group level. And since 
online prices and coupons are sychronized with the store, they 
always match.

Speedy Tip: Set alerts in Analytics to notify you 
immediately when a value you are monitoring 
varies from the threshold you specify.

“We needed the aspects of a POS designed for larger 
restaurant chains, like above-store reporting and central 

menu management.”
- CHAY TAN, OWNER OF COCONUT KENNEY’S
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SpeedLine Cloud Reporting & Analytics™
A subscription to Analytics takes the guesswork out of managing 
your pizza chain.

Near Real-Time Data From All Your Stores
Make confident decisions based on current conditions with 
SpeedLine Cloud Reporting & Analytics, powered by Sisense. 
Access graphical dashboards and report tables from any browser, 
or from within the POS. Add a shortcut to your mobile device to 
check your latest numbers with a few taps. 

Dashboards
Analytics includes a full set of dashboards that summarize key 
metrics in chart format for easy at-a-glance analysis, plus a 
set of more conventional reports in tabular format. Compare 
performance between locations, or see chain wide totals and 
averages. See current and previous time periods on the same 
chart, so you can guage business growth.

Analyze Data
SpeedLine Analytics includes advanced tools that can help you 
analyze your data. Apply an overall trend line to make it easier to 
interpret charts with a lot of variation, forecast future trends on 
graphs with a time dimension, and jump from a chart or key value 
to its related report with one click. 

Download Dashboards
Download a dashboard in PDF or image format to share with 
others, or save it for later reference. Download reports as CSV, 
PDF, or image files.

Get Alerts
Analytics can automatically send you an alert if conditions you 
define for a value are met. For example, define an alert that 
emails you when net sales reach or fall below a certain threshold.

PIZZA

SpeedLink Reporter
As an alternative to cloud reporting, use SpeedLink Reporter 
to produce, schedule, and share a wide range of reports with 
users across multiple regions and locations. Or create your 
own reports using tools such as Cognos or Crystal Reports.
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SpeedLine Customers Include

Have Questions? Talk to an expert!
1-888-400-9185 ext 2202  |   info@speedlinesolutions.com
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